Run: /var/www/html/doc/tutorial/c08-02, 0-77.9775 s
EDL s1=edb@2t s2=lgst@2t s3=edl@1.4t

Waveform 0: coAB (mV)
Waveform 1: iSart (mV)
Waveform 2: Smab (mV)
Waveform 3: MG (mV)
Waveform 4: LGS (mV)
Waveform 5: FDHL (mV)
Waveform 6: TA (mV)
Waveform 7: EDL (mV)
Waveform 8: Per t+br (mV)
Waveform 9: iQ (mV)
Waveform 10: Grac (mV)
Waveform 11: ME low (mV)
Waveform 12: Stim Marker (dev)